Suzuki wag

It is derived from the Wagon R. The only other tall wagon style car sold in Europe around the
time of its introduction was the Daihatsu Move. The car was made in Japan. It was not
galvanised and it was prone to rust, especially in the sills, after years of use in Central and
Northern Europe. In Indonesia, the facelifted Japanese Wagon R-Wide is sold as the Karimun [3]
and was produced locally from until and offered with a 1. The Big Dipper is available with an
indigenously built 1. This updated version started sales in the European market in the summer
of In December , the Japanese-spec model was renamed Wagon R Solio , and this was available
both in the bottom-of-the-line X trim level and in a more sports-oriented trim level known as the
1. In June , the 1. In August , a mid-facelift Wagon R-Solio was released. In August , a facelifted
Solio was launched. As of in the UK , only one model is available â€” the GL, with a 1. The last
Agila was a rebadged Splash. While the kei-version of the Wagon R went through third and
fourth generations, the wider Solio remained in its first-generation until undergoing a full model
change in December The second-generation Solio was released on 7 January and is based on
the Palette instead of the Wagon R, although the Palette itself uses the Wagon R's platform. The
fourth-generation Solio was released in Japan on 25 November From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Minivan built by Suzuki. This article needs additional citations for verification.
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be challenged and removed. Motor vehicle. Front-engine, front-wheel-drive Front-engine,
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sources ja Articles with short description Short description is different from Wikidata Articles
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Compact car. Mid-size car. Grand Vitara. Maruti Suzuki offers Wagon R in 14 variants. Maruti
Suzuki Wagon R went on sale in India on January 23, , and the car has received a generation
upgrade after 8 years. The new Wagon R is completely different from the model sold in Japan,
making it the third-generation model in India. The new Wagon R is based on the company
versatile 5th generation Heartect platform, which makes it stronger and more rigid than the
previous generation model. Furthermore, the new Wagon R has also grown in size and its now
longer by 60 mm, wider by mm, and the wheelbase has also been increased by 35 mm. The
height of the car, however, has marginally come down by 25 mm. The new Maruti Suzuki Wagon
R employs a new design language and is now more stylish and a little more upmarket. Up front,
the car comes with a new face, with new twin headlamps, a larger grille with a chrome slat at the
centre, and an all-new bumper with a large central airdam with trapezoidal housing for foglamps
on either side. The rear section of the car has also been heavily updated and now the car comes
with a new set of larger vertically positioned taillamps, which are placed higher, besides the
windshield. The tailgate is also new and now features a rear windshield wiper and a chrome slat
with the Wagon R lettering at the centre. The bumper is also new and beefier and comes with
black cladding for protection. The new Maruti Suzuki Wagon R now comes with a more
upmarket cabin with a nicer-looking dashboard that comes with two-tone black and beige
treatment. The centre stage is taken by a touchscreen infotainment system, with a manual
air-con system placed below it. On either side of the infotainment system, the cabin features
vertically placed air vents with round vents on either end of the dashboard, but the aircon
system is just a manual unit and not an automatic one. The car also gets a new steering wheel
that comes with controls for music and telephony, while the new instrument cluster seems to
offer more information. The Wagon R also gets new fabric upholstery in match beige tones with
increased space both for the front and the rear occupants. The car also gets new dual tone
brown and beige fabric upholstery with split seats at the rear. The system is all new and comes
with smartphone connectivity function that allows you to connect three phones at a time. The
system also comes with Apple CarPlay and Android Auto along with voice control and
navigation and more. Safety features including Driver airbag, ABS antilock braking system with

EBD electronic brake force distribution , front seatbelts reminder, speed alert system and rear
parking sensors are standard across variants. The new Maruti Suzuki Wagon R comes with two
petrol engine options under the hood â€” a 1. The 1. The car now also offers an increased
mileage of Maruti Suzuki Wagon R mileage is The Manual Petrol engine has a mileage of The
AMT Petrol engine has a mileage of A modern, more capable, safer and better-built Maruti
Suzuki Wagon R! It was high time it happened and I am glad it has. And this one is rather
exclusive. I say that since it has been developed just for India and is not like the Japanese
Wagon R for instance. That is because unlike the 'kei car' spec Wagon R the one we have got
now is bigger. Much bigger. That is primarily because it moves to the company's 'heartect'
platform that also spawns the Swift, Ignis and other siblings. What this does is allow the car not
just be bigger in size and cabin terms, but also in muscle and therefore design terms too. While
I said that it's nice to see that the Wagon R has got to being better looking, with some sculpting
in the metal to boot - the reaction I had was rather adverse. Many of you piled on me and said,
'hold on it looks like a bread box'! To that I say this - if you're comparing it to a Chevrolet
Corvette - yes, you will be disappointed. Compare it to the last Wagon R, and well that's a whole
different story! I mean did you ever say 'good looks' and 'Wagon R' in the same sentence
before? The new Wagon R gets more character in the face. The style factor comes in with the
new headlamp cluster, front grille and all that metal work I was referring to. The floating roof
and smartly done taillights complete the job to ensure the car conveys that it has in fact grown
wider, and a touch taller. Compare to the outgoing car and build quality is also up. If I really
want to nitpick, the wheels are too small, and bigger ones would have made the car look much
better. A thicker rear overhang would have also helped proportions somewhat better. In general
though I like the design, and the sense of width and interior space it implies. I am driving the
new 1. Both the manual and auto are 5-Speed, and the whole idea was to offer a more powerful
Wagon R based on customer feedback. So in came the K12M from other siblings and joined the
K10B in the lineup. The K12 puts out 82 bhp and Nm of peak torque and has impressive mileage
at Straight away its easy to see how this car is miles ahead of the last Wagon R. Sure, you
expect that of each new generation. But the changes are not marginal in this case. The new
Wagon R has improved in every department and improved by some distance. The ride quality
has a bigger car feel and is more stable and comfortable. And this is surprisingly enhanced by
the overall ride height and even seat back angles. Handling is much improved, and the car is
more precise though the steering is still dull. The engine also gets rather noisy in the higher
revs, which is a bit off-putting. But the car is overall so much of a step up. That is also true of
the AMT. I'd have liked for it to be a little bit quicker, both in terms of upward gear changes, and
also the response time you need to go from reverse back to drive, or vice-versa. It hesitates and
pauses a little bit too much, and if you hurry it - fails to engage despite the gearshift position
being changed. But that's the downside of going AMT, isn't it? Having said that you do have
better AMT's on the market now, like the one on Santro. The engine is definitely quicker and
allows for good initial acceleration. It has been tuned to eke out better mileage though, and
while that is obvious on the AMT I wanted to wait to drive the manual to see just how much. Do
remember though that Maruti has played it smart and is also offering the old car's 1 litre K10B
engine too, which offers 67 bhp and 90 Nm of torque. And frankly given how light this new
platform is that will do the job well enough. The good news is that the 1 litre gets the AMT
option and has been retuned to offer higher than before mileage as well at This is still the 1. The
manual transmission is still the 5-speed box we have been used to. But it is on the manual more
than the AMT that you appreciate the higher position of the gear shifter. It is easy to reach and
well placed for quick and easy changes. Now as it's true with any manual and AMT, there is a
stark difference and of course the manual is lot more fun. The gearbox is nicely mated to the
engine. While this motor is more obviously powerful, it still does not make the Wagon R a
highway cruiser. It is still a good urban family car, and while it gets to 90 or kmph pretty quickly
on the highway, anything higher is a tedious task. If you patiently push it harder, it might get
you to about kmph at best. But that does not disappoint me in the least. This is not meant to be
a high-speed cruiser anyway. It is quite purpose built and I believe as Wagon R customers and
their needs go, it does the job very well. Does that mean I can't be greedy? Of course not - I
would definitely have liked to see more happening in performance terms - especially on the 1.
Fatter tyres for better ride and handling and a stiffer more precise steering would have also
been great for that matter! Oh well! Now in the past many people always called Maruti cars tin
cans, and many are still insinuating the same of the new Wagon R. But I want to assure you that
is not the case. I say this with confidence based on the fact that it is now built on a bigger, safer
platform. Yes I know there are no crash test results to prove my point, but even Maruti's own
approach to designing and building new cars has changed dramatically - complete with its own
in-house crash lab now as some of you may recall. Plus the newer cars have to meet the new

updated safety norms that go into effect in the imminent future anyway. So I have to say I feel
pretty confident about how this car would be a lot better built than the last Wagon R was. Now
time to jump inside where a lot is also new. It is a very refreshed cabin with a completely new
appeal and a huge sense of space. Massive headroom is the first thing that strikes you, as well
as the ample legroom and lighter colour palette used. Plastics could be a touch better, but the
layout is nicely done. Steering controls, a smart instrument cluster albeit with dated amber
display and a brand new touchscreen infotainment system. The Wagon R has the distinction of
debuting Maruti Suzuki's new Smartplay Studio infotainment, which moves away from the
touchscreens seen on everything from the Baleno to the Vitara Brezza. In fact the new Baleno
facelift this week has also got this system after the Wagon R did. So it offers not just a new
graphic interface that's much nicer, but also some new features. In built navigation through the
studio app, access to internet radio, being able to connect up to 3 devices for simultaneous use
one could be on music, one for navigation through a phone app, and the third making a call for
instance and of course the now to-be-expected Apple CarPlay and Android Auto. At the back
you get even more space. And frankly for those who want to be driven by a chauffeur this is
pure gold. Huge legroom, massive headroom and a reasonably comfortable seat too. The lack of
contouring on the seat back, and no drop down armrest are the only sticking points. The Maruti
Suzuki Wagon R is still priced quite attractively. Prices do start just above Rs. But that second
engine option is a smart idea like I said, and that takes prices up to Rs. Looks and feels bigger
Space on the inside is impressive The 1. So yes, big new Wagon R does move the segment
benchmark higher overall, as it gets almost everything right. WhatsApp Twitter Facebook. EMI
starts at. Request Call Back. Get On-Road Price. Maruti Suzuki Wagon R Price. LXI 1. VXI 1. ZXI
1. Cabin and Interior The new Maruti Suzuki Wagon R now comes with a more upmarket cabin
with a nicer-looking dashboard that comes with two-tone black and beige treatment. Maruti
Suzuki Wagon R Mileage Tap to Rate :. Share your experience about Maruti Suzuki Wagon R. By
atul kedia Dec 30, AM. Cost of Ownership. Value for Money. Sales Support. Vxi is overloaded
with features. Report Was this review helpful to you? I have been using the Wagon-R car since 5
years. This is perfect for family car. It can accommodate 4 Adults 1 Kid comfortably. South
Karnataka, south India Tours! Kids can below 3 year old easily walk inside and can change their
seating between front row and Back Row.. Annual Maintenance cost also very low compare to
its reveals Finally I can proudly say that, "it is worth for Every Single rupees". Report 24 72 Was
this review helpful to you? My Dreams car Report 20 47 Was this review helpful to you? Worst
Service from Maruti Suzuki showroom. Because of no of customers they neglect customers
nowadays. Even sales person don't take efforts to explain specifications about car n it's
accessories even sales manager don't take responsibility of their employees behavior. I regret
my decision to buy car of maruti Suzuki. Report 24 46 Was this review helpful to you? The Best
if budget is around 5 L. Space inside is most attractive giving a feeling of big n tall car. Service
centers always within reach. Packed up with all basic requirements in a modern car n within a
low budget. Fuel consumption, Safety measures needs improvement. Report 19 41 Was this
review helpful to you? It will be The new Kia has received more than The top automotive stories
of the day - MG Motor has announced the production of the Hector in India. We have exclusive
news about the Wagon R 7 Seater Bajaj has updated the Dominar and we have the details. It
moves to a larger platform for the first time - and as a result It's the classic clash that is making
a comeback. Once the car industry's most bitter rivals, the two tallboys are back in new
generations to stake their The latest from Maruti Suzuki is a new 3rd generation Wagon R. It
moves to a larger platform for the first time - and as a result is now an India specific Hyundai is
all Design While I said that it's nice to see that the Wagon R has got to being better looking, with
some sculpting in the metal to boot - the reaction I had was rather adverse. Engine And
Performance I am driving the new 1. Driving Experience Sure, you expect that of each new
generation. Safety Now in the past many people always called Maruti cars tin cans, and many
are still insinuating the same of the new Wagon R. Cabin Now time to jump inside where a lot is
also new. Verdict The new car will move to BS6 engines only next year, but launching it with
auto options on both engines - and finally a top spec auto trim at launch - were smart on
Maruti's part. Maruti Suzuki Wagon R Features. View All Specs. View All Features. Nutmeg
Brown. Autumn Orange. Magma Grey. Superior White. Silky Silver. According to the experts,
The new Wagon R gets more character in the face. The floating roof and smartly done taillights
complete the job to ensure the car convey Maruti Suzuki Wagon R has a seating capacity of 5
people. Maruti Suzuki Wagon R comes with total 14 variants. The price of Wagon R starts at Rs.
Experts advices are important for making the right choices. Fiat Punto Pure 1. Loan Period 60
Months. Loan Amount. Quick Links. Change Car. Select Car. Select Model. Or Choose From
Similar Cars. Thank you for sharing your details. Select your City. New Delhi. Wagon R LXI 1.
Wagon R VXI 1. Wagon R ZXI 1. The latest generation model offers more space, a 1. Maruti

Suzuki Wagon R is now 19mm longer, mm wider, 5mm taller and has a wheelbase of 2,mm,
which again is 35mm more. The vehicle gets a new fascia with sweptback headlamps, new
bumper with updated fog lamp housing and a new grille design with a single chrome strip in the
centre. The rear section now gets vertical tail lamps along with contrasting chrome and black
elements. Inside the vehicle gets a dual-tone cabin with multifunction steering wheel and a
seven-inch touchscreen infotainment system. The vehicle also gets a restyled instrument
cluster. This time around, the vehicle more safety features in form of ABS with EBD, front seat
belts reminder, speed alert system and an optional passenger airbag. The hatchback is
available in two petrol engine options. The 1. Both engines are available in five-speed manual
and AMT gearbox options. In its newest avatar, the Wagon R has grown furthermore in every
aspect. It has a huge cabin space, more than ample head-room and knee-room and now you can
also have it with the bigger 1. The Wagon R remains a reliable, easy to drive, and a fuss-free
hatchback which has kept itself relevant for more than a decade now. After three delightful
months, it is now time to say goodbye to the Maruti Suzuki Wagon R. So before the blue-eyed
boy bids us farewell, let us take a look at all the things which impressed us and things that
could have been better. This AHA service includes navigation which is operated through a
separate app in the smartphone , podcast, news, sports and music. All these services make use
of your phones internet service, of course, but they add a whole lot of convenience while you
are behind the wheel. People who love connected car technologies will find it very useful and
for the rest of us, it is just an added convenience, be it for entertainment like music, sports or
podcast or information like navigation, news, and weather. This Smartplay Studio, however, is
only available in the top-spec ZXI trim we have here and is worth spending the extra bucks on it
because you do get a lot of bangs in return. Also impressive is how Maruti has kept the little
things in mind in terms of features which makes the overall experience so much more
convenient and stress-free. Take the external boot access for instance. Even the seats, offer a
relaxed driving position while none of the other passengers will ever complain about the lack of
space inside the new Wagon R. Other small features like headlight on and key reminder, the
passenger seatbelt reminder which only beeps when the seat is occupied, the day-night mode
on IRVM, large cubby holes and stowage spaces, powered mirror and windows on all four doors
and much more. Firstly, the unnecessary body roll which comes as a package of tall-boy
styling. But we do think slight responsive steering would have made the driving experience
more fun. At higher speeds, the steering wheel needs to be jostled constantly which we feel is
unnecessary. Although Maruti has provided a tachometer â€” a digital one that is â€” in the
Wagon R, it is a luxury only for higher-spec variants. And lastly, we expected a tad better fuel
economy from the Wagon R since it only managed to deliver around 12kmpl during our usual
city grind. Which is considerably poor considering that it is a city car and many people buying it
would be concerned with how many kilometres they could go after each visit at a fuel station.
After using it daily, we realised why it has remained the favourite hatchback in a finicky car
market like ours. Now, with the bigger engine, and the ease of automatic, the new-gen model
also offers immense space and usability. The convenience, practicality and fuss-free driving
experience that the Wagon R offers is hard to match, especially in the two-pedal setup. It is
available in 14 variants, 1 engine option and 2 transmission options : Manual and AMT. The
Wagon R is available in 6 colours. The mileage of Wagon R ranges from Wagon R. Expert
Reviews. Used Wagon R. View The Car. LXi 1. Show price in my city. Ex-Showroom price. Get
EMI Assistance. Check Your EMI. Get February Offers. Contact Maruti Suzuki. Get in touch for
the best buying option from your authorized dealer. Get Assistance. Read More. View More
Versions. Good Things. Could be Better. Q: What is the on road price of Wagon R? The on road
price is made up of ex-showroom price, RTO registration, road tax and insurance amount. Q:
Which car is better between Wagon R and Celerio? Compare the two models to identify the best
car for you. Q: What is price of Wagon R top model? Top model of Wagon R is ZXi 1. The
company has also expanded its subscription program to customers in Kochi. Maruti Suzuki
sales increase by 4. Maruti Suzuki Wagon R 1. Mini SUV. Overall a perfect family car. Driving is
smooth. Good mileage, sufficient boot space, nice riding and sitting, two airbags made this car
more safer. Maruti Suzuki Wagon R Review. Driving Experience is good and performance is
good its new look in wagon r automatic gearbox perform better. Maruti Suzuki have to improve
service quality. Overall good car for small family. Buying experience was great, Silent and
smooth driving, looks is okay, nice headroom for long heights, service costs near 2k and parts
easily available at any store. Wagon R Review. Budget Friendly car, don't expect much more.
Some features are missing in top model like rear seat head rest, rear ac vents, soft grab
handles. But there many plus points like specious, eye catching look good engine etc. Lovely
car amazing performance. Good highway driving experience. Best city mileage. Spacious seats.
Huge boot space. An amazing lovely tall boy having all amazing features and a perfect family

car. Write Review. View All Images Wagon R LXi 1. Show price in my city Get Offers. Add to
compare. Wagon R LXi O 1. Wagon R VXi 1. Wagon R VXi O 1. Wagon R ZXi 1. Navi Mumbai.
Latest Update : Maruti has hiked the prices of all its models , including the Wagon R, by up to
Rs 34, The 1. Both engines are offered with 5-speed manual and AMT gearboxes. Its output
figures stand at 60PS and 78Nm. Its claimed fuel efficiency is as follows:. The price of Maruti
Wagon R starts at Rs. The Maruti Wagon R has been among the top choices for buyers looking
for a practical and utilitarian hatchback for over two decades. The tallboy boxy design of the
previous generation Wagon R was a functional choice aimed at making it more practical than
any other hatchback on sale. But as market trends, customer preferences, as well as safety and
emission norms evolve, so has the WagonR. Naturally, we had to take the recently launched
third-gen Wagon R out for a short spin to find out whether it has only built upon its core values
of practicality or if it has become a tougher all-rounder to take on its fierce rivals. While the new
design isn't striking, Maruti has made sure that it isn't boring to look at like the previous
models. The design will eventually grow on you as it grew on us. With the third-gen WagonR,
Maruti aims to play its practicality card once again. The carmaker has taken its game a rung
higher with the new Wagon R. The increased footprint has even resulted in a spacious cabin
and a humongous boot. That said, the new WagonR isn't perfect, especially when it comes to
the rear seats. But it is better armoured than ever and is ready to challenge its rivals that have
been setting new benchmarks one after the other. And the marginal price hike has sweetened
the deal further. The new platform not only makes it longer but significantly wider as well. And
the increase in size is quite apparent at first glance. As they say, if it ain't broke, don't fix it. The
new hatchback continues to be a tallboy, which not only makes getting in and out of it easy but
also gives it more headroom than one could ask for. Also, unlike the new Santro, the WagonR
delivers the tallboy look more convincingly. The Santro does look more like an evolution of the
i10 rather than the new generation of its namesake. While new WagonR has carried forward the
original design approach and continues to be boxy, it looks a lot fresher than the model it
replaces. The headlamps are chunkier than before and are equipped with regular multi-reflector
units like all its rivals except the Tata Tiago, which gets projector units in its top-spec variant.
Understandably, the Wagon R looks more functional than say, the Tata Tiago, which has a more
universally appealing design. Previous generations of the WagonR were always pretty
plain-jane to look at. The third-gen model seems to be an anomaly as there are prominent
creases on the wheel arches. The new hatchback even gets a subtle, yet noticeable waistline.
These enhancements make it look less slab-sided than the older model and also helps jazz up
the exterior of the new hatchback tremendously. Going with the latest trend, Maruti has
incorporated a black plastic applique on the C-pillar to create a floating roof effect. There are
trendy new colour options like Autumn Orange to choose from too! Although the new tyres,
which are wider and get thicker sidewalls, look more proportionate to the body, even the
top-spec variant misses out on alloy wheels, like the Santro. It definitely gives the new WagonR
a unique character to it. The rear profile is nearly as flat as before. However, the rear windscreen
is slightly raked compared to the previous model. The licence plate continues to find a place on
the boot lid, while the tail lamps seem to have been inspired by the ones seen on Volvos. Like
most new cars from Maruti, there are no badges at the rear. Except for the Suzuki logo, that is.
Thanks to its tallboy design, one only needs to walk into the new WagonR, which is quite a
boon for elderly passengers. What further aids convenience are the doors, which open at nearly
ninety degrees. So getting in and out of the WagonR is a breeze, like always. The centre console
is dominated by a 7-inch touchscreen infotainment system, which is a first for the WagonR in
India. It juts out of the console slightly and is flanked by vertically positioned centre AC vents.
Below it, you find the controls for the manual AC. The seats are upholstered in a greyish-beige
shade with brown highlighters. The lighter upholstery, dual-tone theme and plenty of headroom
make the cabin feel lairy. The front seats are comfortable with adequate side bolsters. The rear
seat, on the other hand, lacks underthigh support even for average-sized passengers. But rear
legroom is more than sufficient and is easily among the best in the segment. Thanks to the
increased width, the middle rear passenger in the third-gen WagonR will feel a lot more
comfortable than on the previous model. The rear floor is also nearly flat, with just a mild hump
in the middle. With a boot space of litres, the new WagonR is significantly more spacious than
its rivals as well as several cars from higher segments. In fact, it gets a bigger boot than the
Vitara Brezza litre and Baleno litre. This makes the new WagonR among the few sub-4m cars
that have over litres of boot space. Thanks to a wide and accommodating boot as well as
split-folding rear seats, the new WagonR is more than capable of ferrying your family and
friends to the airport. First off, none of the headrests in the WagonR are adjustable. Maruti could
have at least provided adjustable headrests at the rear to make longer drives more comfortable.
While the steering wheel can be adjusted for height, Maruti has sadly omitted height adjustment

for the driver seat. It could have at least offered it on the top-spec Zxi variant. As for the rear
half of the cabin, the hand rest on the rear doors are downright tiny, which makes the controls
for the rear power windows hard to access, especially for adults. Aside from these minors
hiccups, the overall fit and finish inside the cabin feel like a step above the second-gen model.
The unit features a capacitive touchscreen smartphone-like and packs a simple tile-type layout.
Although it is visible in direct sunlight, it causes a slight glare, which could have been avoided
if the screen was tilted towards the driver like in the Swift. This new Harman-sourced unit will
gradually replace the previous Bosch-sourced system in new Maruti cars. While it carries
forward the existing 1. We sampled it with the manual transmission. Compared to the 1. With the
kerb weight reduced by as much as 50kg, the new WagonR powered by the 1. Surprisingly, the
engine is noticeably audible inside the cabin, unlike its siblings share the same powertrain. This
could be due to the lack of adequate insulation. The ride quality of the third-gen WagonR has
vastly improved over the second-gen model. This is down to the new stiffer chassis, wider tyres
and a relatively softer suspension setup. Unlike before, bumps and undulations do not upset
the tallboy much. The four-pot engine produces lesser vibrations when compared to the older
model powered by the 3-cylinder engine. The steering is slightly on the heavier side at city
speeds and is a bit vague as well. We would have preferred if the steering had a bit more feel to
it. Hence, debris that hit the wheel well are audible inside the cabin. This is partly due to its
height and softer suspension setup. Like other cars in the segment, it prefers to be driven in a
gentle manner. Driven in such a manner within city limits, the WagonR will impress you,
especially with its new peppy 1. The small turning radius of the WagonR also makes zipping
past traffic in the city easy and will prove to be useful while parking in tight spots. The top-spec
Z variant adds co-driver airbag as well as front seatbelts with pretensioners and load limiters.
These two active safety features are available as optional extras on the L and V variants. While
the base-spec L can only be had with the smaller 1. The mid-spec V variant, on the other hand,
is available with both the engine options. It packs internet radios and displays vehicle stats as
well. Only required yearly service without any additional maintenance. Riding power and seating
are all good. It is a good car for old ages. Read More. Good but the previous generations were
better and awesome. Insurance services are also not satisfactory. Once the tenure is over, a
buyer can either upgrade or return the vehicle, extend the tenure, or even buy the car outright at
market price. The small-hatchback space is more complex than ever. Where earlier it was meant
to be an ideal workhorse for the family, it now has to deal with an updated list of demands for
convenience features and premium quality. All this while remaining true to its do-it-all nature.
Can any of these cars accom. Can a stronger platform, an all-new design, a more powerful
engine and an extended feature list make the third-gen WagonR a better car than its rivals?
Jivan asked on 17 Feb For this, we would suggest you walk into the nearest service center as
they will MithunMidhu asked on 20 Jan As of now, there is no official update from the brand's
end on Wagon R Deepak asked on 20 Jan For this, we would suggest you to have a word with
the RTO staff or walk into th Other key specifications of the Wagon R include a kerb weight of
kg, ground clearance of and boot space of Liters. The Wagon R is available in 6 colours. Change
car. BHP : Mileage : Specs and Features. Get On Road Price. View All Variants. Maruti Celerio.
Wagon R vs Celerio. Maruti Swift. Wagon R vs Swift. Tata Tiago. Wagon R vs Tiago. Maruti Ignis.
Wagon R vs Ignis. Maruti S-Presso. Wagon R vs S-Presso. Interior Thanks to its tallboy design,
one only needs to walk into the new WagonR, which is quite a boon for elderly passengers. Ride
and Handling The ride quality of the third-gen WagonR has vastly improved over the
second-gen model. Spacious cabin: The increase in exterior dimensions and wheelbase has
resulted in more space inside the cabin. Cavernous boot: litre boot space is maximum in its
segment. Can fit medium size bags easily. The rear seat is also split, adding more versatility.
Available in V and Z variants, and with both the engines. Safer: ABS standard, dual front airbags
available as option on all variants. The new platform is also stronger than the one before.
Consistency in quality is also a concern. Spongy brakes: There could have been better pedal
response. Weak cabin insulation: NVH levels aren't the best - a lot of engine noise creeps into
the cabin. Stand Out Features. Write Your Review. By tushar sharma. By vaishnav b. Honest
Rewiew Good but the previous generations were better and awesome. By aarush jaiswal. By
bappa rahaman. By jitendra gupta. Wagon R Reviews. Wagon R Videos. Wagon R Colours.
Wagon R Images. By Rohit Feb 04, By Rohit Jan 15, By Rohit Jan 06, By Tarun Dec 30, By Rohit
Dec 15, Maruti News. By Nabeel Apr 24, By Raunak Jan 31, Maruti Wagon R Road Test. Cars
Between 1 to 5 Lakh. Upcoming Hatchback Cars. Cars with Front Wheel Drive. Best Mileage
Cars. Are you Confused? FAQ Latest Questions. What is the exact on-road price of Maruti
Wagon R? The on-road price of Wagon R in Delhi starts at Rs. The on-road price is inclusive of
RTO charges and insurance. What are the latest February offers available on Maruti Wagon R?
Which car is better Wagon R or Celerio? Wagon R price starts at Rs 4. Does the Maruti Wagon R

have a sunroof? Maruti Wagon R does not have a sunroof. View all FAQs. Suzuki waigan r how
many letters engin oil capacity Jivan asked on 17 Feb For this, we would suggest you walk into
the nearest service center as they will By Cardekho experts on 17 Feb Answer View Answer.
What are added features for wagon rvxi optional MithunMidhu asked on 20 Jan As of now, there
is no official update from the brand's end on Wagon R By Cardekho experts on 20 Jan Answer
View Answers 2. Is available in commercial use? Deepak asked on 20 Jan For this, we would
suggest you to have a word with the RTO staff or walk into th Is ac works fine in wagon r vxi 1.
By Cardekho experts on 13 Jan Safety rating? Santosh asked on 13 Jan View all Questions.
Write a Comment Read More Write a Reply Write a Reply Popular Upcoming All Cars. Maruti
Swift Rs. Maruti Vitara Brezza Rs. Maruti Baleno Rs. Maruti Ertiga Rs. Maruti Dzire Rs. Maruti
Cars. Maruti Alto Rs. Maruti XL5 Rs. Maruti Solio Rs. Maruti Futuro-e Rs. Upcoming Maruti Cars.
Hyundai i20 Rs. Tata Altroz Rs. Hyundai Grand i10 Rs. Hatchback Cars. View Exciting Offers.
LXI cc, Manual, Petrol, VXI cc, Manual, Petrol, VXI 1. VXI Opt 1. ZXI 1. Thank you for your interest
in Maruti Suzuki Arena. Due to the on-going COVID19 situation, we are putting the health and
well-being of our employees and customers above everything else. Please expect a delay in
response at this time. Confidence means strength of character. The car comes with the
advanced K-series engine, a bold new exterior and generous cabin space. To take on every
journey in full stride. Disclaimer: I Accept the Terms of use. The loan process would be subject
to these terms. Please read these terms and conditions carefully. By accessing this site and any
pages thereof, you agree to be bound by the terms and conditions below, in addition to terms
applicable to Auto Card Loyalty Program. Usage of any Maruti website indicates unconditional
acceptance of these terms. Use of this site shall be governed by all applicable laws, rules and
regulations of the Union of India, its States and Union Territories. Configure Now. Robust
Design Language. Rear Split Seat. Modern Architectural Grille. Brakes Front Disc. A modern
touch of flair. Fit more in. Designed around convenience. Big just got bigger. It is a new-age,
connected infotainment system that connects the vehicle to the Cloud and provides a host of
features. The SmartPlay Dock in the Big New WagonR transforms your phone into a touch
interface so you can access calls, music, navigation and more. The Big New WagonR is
powered by an advanced 1. So you can drive with the utmost confidence. It is not only available
at a great price point, it is one of those cars that are pure value for money,. If you are looking for
a great match of design and drivability, this is the one that will do it for you. Thank you Maruti
for this great car! It is a great ride, full on style and everything else that I could want. It gives me
total riding comfort, space to store my luggage and also has auto gear shift! What else could I
ask for? It has everything! Back To Top. Anytime Maruti contact maruti. Book A Showroom
Visit. Successfully sent! Get price list. Select Variant. Book a service appointment. First Name.
Middle Name. Last Name. Phone Send OTP. Enquiry IDs already exist. Kindly select if you want
to continue with an existing enquiry ID. Dealer Details Action OR. Check Price in your city:.
Maruti Suzuki Smart Finance. We've made car finance easy. Enter your mobile number to get
started. OTP this. Help us get acquainted with you! Date Of Birth. Please provide your basic
info. The bank may at any time in its sole discretion reject or accept the loan application of the
Customer and the bank shall not be required to provide any reason whatsoever for such
acceptance or rejection. Even after the loan application of the Customer has been accepted by
the bank, the disbursement of the loan amount shall be subject to the sole discretion of the
bank. The offer details shown to the Customer on the MSIL platform is merely an indicative offer
and shall be subject to change at the discretion of the bank. For MSIL to share the Information
with the bank s , for the consumption, use, processing and storage by the bank and its service
providers, without any further act, deed or writing on behalf of the Customer in relation to the
purpose of processing the loan application of the Customer, execution of the loan agreement,
completion of KYC and such other related purposes as may be determined by the bank. Use of
Information and Materials. No Warranty. Limitation of Liability. Modification of These Terms of
Use. Additional Terms. Governing Law. In the event that the Customer is booking on behalf of
another person, the necessary details of such other person is also required to be mentioned
and the requisite details of such other person are required to be produced at the Authorized
NEXA Dealership as per requirement by the Authorized NEXA Dealer. In the event that the
Customer wants to make a booking of more than one vehicle, the booking process is required
to be repeated. In other words, one vehicle can be booked per booking. The online booking
facility is for the convenience of the customers. The price of the vehicle shall be as applicable
on the date of invoicing of the vehicle. In the event of the Customers failure to ensure
compliance of these requirements, the booking amount paid by the Customer is liable to be
forfeited. All parties shall ensure the compliance of the applicable provisions of the Information
Technology Act, and its allied rules as amended from time to time. We assume that you have
read all terms and conditions before going ahead with online booking. The Customer needs to

provide accurate and complete information while filling the form online. After online submission
of the form and the valid online payment transaction, the system will generate a Payment
Confirmation Reference Number and receipt of payment towards the booking amount. Until
then, the online booking is merely a request on part of the Customer and an indication of an
intention to sell on the part of the Authorized NEXA Dealer and does not result in a booking
confirmation or contract of sale and does not impose financial implications on MSIL or the
Authorized NEXA Dealer except as provided herein in these terms and conditions. Cancellation,
Modification, Refund Cancelation request, if any, should be placed by the customer online in
case of online bookings. There will be no booking cancellation charges if the customer cancels
the booking. The online booking amount shall be refunded to the Customer through the same
mode that used for making the payment for booking. If there is still no resolution, cardholder
has the right to raise a dispute with the issuing bank. General Terms MSIL reserves the right to
amend these Terms and Conditions and may withdraw or discontinue the offer of online
booking without prior notice. MSIL or the Authorized NEXA Dealer shall not be responsible for
delay, loss or non-receipt of online booking information or any other form of submission not
contemplated herein. MSIL reserves the right to change the variants, variant names and
specifications at its own discretion and will make reasonable efforts to keep the Customer
informed before the completion of the sales process. MSIL and its Authorized NEXA Dealership
will not assume any liability of any inability or failure on their part in executing any order
registered by any Customer on account of any causes, constituting a force majeure or
otherwise, beyond their control. Any dispute relating to enforcement, interpretation or
application of these terms and conditions shall be subject to Arbitration by single arbitrator
appointed mutually by both the parties. The venue of Arbitration shall be at New Delhi. The
Arbitration Proceedings shall be in accordance with the Arbitration and Conciliation Act, and its
allied rules as amended from time to time. The Parties submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the
courts at New Delhi. The Agreement shall be governed by the laws as applicable in India. MSIL
reserves the right to alter any terms and conditions or the process itself clause at its sole
discretion as and when considered necessary. Reasonable efforts will be made to keep
Customer informed of such changes. Non-acceptance of any of these terms and conditions will
result in disqualification. The booking using this online facility is optional. Pursuant to the
booking, the Customer will be contacted by the assigned Relationship Manager at the earliest.
Privacy Policy Maruti Statement of Privacy. What the terms and conditions cover. Information
Collection and Use. Information Sharing and Disclosure. Changes to this Policy. E-Book
Brouchure Configure Finance. Strong Heartect Platform. Smartplay Studio. Effortless AGS.
Spacious Cabin. Dynamically Crafted Instrumental Panel. Steering Mounted Controls.
Best-in-its-Class Boot Space. Unique Dual-Split Headlamps. Sculpted Design. Bold Front Fog
Lamps. LXI 1. Turning Radius 4. Engine Type K10B. Maximum Engine Output kW rpm 50 kW
rpm. Front Disc. Kerb Weight kg. Seating Capacity
94 honda civic hatchback
2000 olds bravada fuel pump
hd karaoke box
5. Exterior Roof Antenna. Dual Tone Interiors. Fuel Consumption Instantaneous and Avg. Door
Ajar Warning Lamp. Driver Airbag. Child Proof Rear Door Lock. Maximum Engine Output Petrol
50 kW rpm. Steering Wheel Garnish. Side Auto Down Function. Remote Keyless Entry.
Smartplay Dock. Speed Sensitive Auto Door Lock. Silver Finish Gear Shift Knob. Engine Type
K12M. Maximum Engine Output kW rpm 61 kW rpm. B-Pillar Black Out Tape. Smartplay Studio Steering Mounted Voice Control. Instrument Cluster Meter Theme White. Petrol MT. Do you own
this car? Share your experience about Maruti Suzuki WagonR write a review. We would like your
feedback to improve our website. Did you find the website relevant to what you were searching?
Yes No Please select any one. Please rate the user experience of visiting the website. Please let
us know the objective of visiting the website. How can we improve the website. Please give your
suggestions in below box. Thank you for rating us. Test Drive Call Loan Offers.

